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Chapter 2428 

While throwing the weapon, Kassidy took a step and pounced on it like a leopard. 

At some point, she had put on a pair of silver gloves on her hands. 

The gloves looked soft as silk, but they were actually rigid as iron. Mithril, an extremely 
precious material, crafted them. 

Water and fire could not invade them, and they were impervious to swords and guns. 

They could be used for both defense and attack. 

“Swoosh…” 

Looking at the strange weapon spinning like a fan, Rivka didn’t know how deep it was 
and didn’t choose to confront it head-on, but she dodged it. 

At this time, Kassidy had already seized the opportunity, bullied herself, and punched 
Rivka in the chest. 

Rivka remained calm, and she thrust her long sword forward, aiming straight at 
Kassidy’s throat. 

The saying goes, an inch longer is an inch stronger. 

Without a weapon, a sword would kill Kassidy before her fist could strike Rivka. 

However, facing the attack, Kassidy seemed to have expected it and didn’t dodge. 
Instead, she stretched out her other hand and grabbed the sword that Rivka stabbed at. 

Because she was wearing mithril gloves, the sword didn’t hurt her at all. 

“Naive.” 

Rivka raised her eyebrows slightly, and the long sword shook violently. A strong energy 
suddenly burst out, directly shaking Kassidy’s palm. 

The long sword then swayed left and right like a spirit snake before taking another stab. 



“Swoosh~!” 

As she was about to hit the target, a sharp whistle suddenly sounded in her ears. 

Rivka was alarmed, and she bent down immediately without attacking. 

At the same moment, Kassidy’s strange weapon whirled around in the air and slashed 
back. 

The sharp blade almost brushed against Rivka’s head, cutting off a strand of her hair. 

“F*ck! That was close!” 

Upon witnessing this scene, the audience beneath the stage erupted in excitement. 

Fortunately, Rivka reacted quickly enough to dodge; otherwise, a boomerang would hit 
her, crippling, if not killing, her! 

“D*mn! Kassidy is really insidious; Senior Sister almost fell into her trap!” Sullivan was 
startled, and his heart began to accelerate unconsciously. 

“First use the boomerang to attract firepower, then attack closely to distract attention, 
and then use the boomerang to complete the fatal blow. This woman is really heartless. 
It seems that sister has met a strong enemy today.” Halle frowned and looked serious. 

At this moment, she changed her previous impetuousness and became extremely 
serious. 

It’s impossible to undervalue Alloy Marshall’s daughter. 

“It’s a pity, just a little bit short.” 

On the other side, Noemi sighed, quite regretful. 

She naturally saw that Rivka was amazingly powerful. Just now, Kassidy’s set of 
unexpected killing moves was almost always effective against warriors of the same 
level. 

She thought she could take the opportunity to take down Rivka, but she didn’t expect 
that the other party would notice it in advance and escape. 

She had to admit that Rivka was not ordinary. 

The battle of today was certain to be difficult. 
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